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Abstract— Soft-input soft-output (SISO) detector for the itera-
tive detection and decoding of coded spatial modulation (SM) sig-
nals needs to compute the extrinsic bit log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
associated with each detected bit. The maximum logarithmic
maximum a posteriori (max-log-MAP) detector is known to
perform closely to the optimal logarithmic maximum a posteriori
(log-MAP) detector with much lower computational complexity.
In this paper, we first apply several mathematical tricks to
derive a new and low-complexity algorithm for the max-log-MAP
detector. The proposed algorithm features a new tree pruning
technique to visit few lattice points and a smart list administra-
tion technique to retain a max-log-MAP detector. By following the
proposed algorithm, we then design a hardware architecture for
SISO detection of coded SM signals over the scenario of 64-QAM
symbols, 8 transmit antennas, and 4 receive antennas. Under
the TSMC 40 nm CMOS technology, the VLSI implementation
results reveal that our architecture requires 46.4K gates and
leads to detection throughput 450 Mbps, while operating at clock
frequency 400 MHz and consuming power 46 mW. Being the first
hardware architecture for SISO detection of coded SM signals,
our proposed low-cost max-log-MAP detector is very attractive.

Index Terms— Spatial modulation, maximum a posteriori
detection, log-likelihood ratio, maximum logarithm approxima-
tion, iterative detection and decoding, soft-input soft-output
detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE spatial modulation (SM) scheme [1], [2] maps
each block of data bits to one antenna index and one

amplitude-phase modulated symbol. The symbol is passed
through the single radio frequency (RF) chain and the indexed
antenna for transmission over the multiple antenna system.
Due to the additional information of antenna indices, the
SM leads to higher transmission rate than the counterpart
amplitude-phase modulation scheme.

Detection scheme at the receiver side of SM multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) systems needs to recover both the
antenna index and modulated symbol information associated
with each block of data bits. Not considering the channel
coding, the maximum likelihood detection (MLD) [3], [4]
or nearly MLD scheme [5], [6] delivers hard-output antenna
indices and symbols.

In practical wireless communication systems, channel cod-
ing and modulation schemes are employed together to enhance
the transmission quality and reliability. Thus, trellis coded bits
were mapped to the antenna index and modulated symbol
associated with each SM data block [7]–[11]. Coded bits at
the outputs of low density parity check (LDPC) encoder were
sent to the SM mapper [12], [13]. The SM with two layers of
Markov superposition transmission codes was studied in [14].

For the above-mentioned coded SM systems, iterative detec-
tion and decoding (IDD) [15]–[19] at the receiver side is
a practical approach to provide reliable decoded bits. The
soft-output (SO) or soft-input soft-output (SISO) detector
for the IDD receiver computes the extrinsic log-likelihood
ratios (LLRs) associated with the antenna index bits and
symbol bits. The optimal logarithmic maximum a posteriori
(log-MAP) detector [7] to compute the a posteriori extrin-
sic bit LLRs is of high computational complexity. Instead,
the sub-optimal SO detectors computed bit LLRs using the
outputs from a set of matched filters [20] or zero-forcing
equalizers [12], [21] to reduce detection complexity. The
low-complexity SO detection scheme [22] sorted the com-
puted metrics associated with all possible antenna indices and
selected only finite antenna indices with small metrics for
further computation. Other relevant works include the SISO
detection of multi-user coded SM MIMO signals [23] and
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the SO detection of coded generalized SM signals [24]–[28],
where multiple amplitude-phase symbols are transmitted over
the multiple indexed antennas.

The sub-optimal maximum logarithmic MAP (max-log-
MAP) detector for the coded SM signals is known to outper-
form nearly all the sub-optimal detectors [12], [20]–[22], but
its computational complexity is very high. Nevertheless, the
max-log-MAP detection algorithms and hardware architectures
for SISO detection of the spatially multiplexed MIMO (SMX-
MIMO) signals have been demonstrated to be efficient [15]–
[18], [23], [29], [30]. We also reported [4], [31] that fast and
efficient hard-output detectors for the SM and generalized SM
signals are possible by exploiting multiple times of tree search
based SMX MIMO detectors. Therefore, for the comparable
scenario of SO/SISO detection of coded SM MIMO signals
here, we have potential to obtain low-complexity SO/SISO
detectors by exploiting those tree search techniques for the
SO/SISO detection of coded SMX-MIMO signals [15], [29],
[32], [33]. While developing new and fast algorithms, we also
consider the computational steps that are easy to be converted
to hardware architectures. In the end, we will arrive at a
low-complexity and fast algorithm; and, following the com-
putational steps in the algorithm, we design efficient hardware
architectures for SO/SISO detection of the coded SM MIMO
signals.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as
follows. The problem of IDD and SISO detection of the coded
SM signals is defined in Sections II. Our proposed algorithms
for the SISO detection together with their error rate perfor-
mance are introduced in Section III. The proposed hardware
architectures that follow from the proposed low-complexity
algorithm are given in Section IV. Finally, conclusions about
our algorithms and architectures are delivered in Section V.

Notations ()H , |·|, �{·}, �{·}, ||·||, and E{} denote the
conjugate transpose (Hermitian), absolute value, real-part,
imaginary-part, 2-norm, and expectation operations, respec-
tively. Bold-faced lowercase and uppercase alphabets denote
vectors and matrices, respectively.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Let us consider the baseband transmitter and receiver in
Fig. 1 [18], [34] for the coded SM system. At the transmitter
side, information bits are generated and passed through the
channel encoder and interleaver to become coded bits. Assume
that there are Nt (which is a power of 2) transmit antennas and
that M-ary QAM modulation is used. Every log2(Nt M) coded
bits are SM mapped to become one SM symbol. The logical
0 or 1 of each bit x� is represented by −1 or 1, respectively.
Specifically, the bits x�, � ∈ I A = {1, 2, · · · , log2 Nt },
are mapped to antenna index k ∈ K = {1, 2, · · · , Nt }
(see Table I). In the meanwhile, the bits x�, � ∈ I I =
{log2 Nt + 1, · · · , log2 Nt + (1/2) log2 M}, and bits x�, � ∈
IQ = {log2 Nt +(1/2) log2 M +1, · · · , log2 Nt + log2 M}, are
mapped to the real- and imaginary-parts, respectively, of an
M-ary QAM symbol s ∈ S = {a + jb : a and b ∈
{−√

M +1,−√
M +3, · · · ,

√
M −3,

√
M −1}}. One example

of the mapping from bits to �{s} or �{s} is illustrated in

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the baseband transmitter and iterative
receiver [18].

TABLE I

BIT TO ANTENNA INDEX MAPPING FOR Nt = 8

Fig. 2. Bit to �{s} or �{s} mapping for 64-QAM signals.

TABLE II

THE EQUIVALENT NOTATIONS TO REPRESENT THE SAME INFORMATION

Fig. 2. We also let x be the row vector that contains bits
x�,∀�. Thus, x can be decomposed into three sub-vectors of
bits that are mapped to k, �{s}, and �{s}, respectively, i.e.,

x
�= [xA xI xQ ]. The QAM symbol s is passed through

the single RF chain and then to only the k-th antenna for
transmission. At every time instant, one SM lattice point
(k, s) or equivalent bit vector x is transmitted. For notational
simplicity, the equivalent notations to denote the same symbol-
and bit-level information are given in Table II and will be used
interchangeably in this paper. It is possible that symbol-level
k and bit-level xA appear in one equation to denote the same
antenna index information.

The channel gain between the k-th transmit and n-th receive
antennas is hn,k . Each of the receive antennas is connected to
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a receive RF chain. The received baseband signal is⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
u1
u2
...

uNr

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

u

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
h1,k

h2,k
...

hNr ,k

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

hk

s +

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
w1
w2
...

wNr

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

w

, (1)

where wn is the white Gaussian noise with variance N0. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) associated with the received u is
10 log10((2/3)(M −1)/N0) dB, where the factor (2/3)(M −1)
is used due to the fact that E{|s|2} = (2/3)(M − 1).

At the receiver side, the IDD procedure in Fig. 1 is per-
formed as follows. The a posteriori bit LLR associated with
each bit x� is defined by

L̃ D(x�)
�= ln

(
P [x� = +1|u]

P [x� = −1|u]

)
. (2)

By exploiting the statistical properties for the random x and
u, the L̃ D(x�) in (2) can be written as [18]

L̃ D(x�) = ln

∑
x∈X+1

�

[
p(u|x) exp

( 1
2

∑
i xi L A(xi )

)]
∑

x∈X−1
�

[
p(u|x) exp

( 1
2

∑
i xi L A(xi )

)] , (3)

where L A(x�)
�= ln

(
P[x�=+1]
P[x�=−1]

)
represents the a priori bit LLR

associated with bit x�. The X+1
� or X−1

� denotes the set of x’s,
where each x having bit x� equal to +1 or −1, respectively.
The SISO detector computes the extrinsic bit LLRs, e.g.,

L̃ E (x�) = L̃ D(x�) − L A(x�), ∀�, (4)

and send them to subsequent deinterleaver and SISO channel
decoder. By regarding the L̃ E (x�),∀�, as a priori information,
the SISO decoder delivers the decoded information bits and
computes the extrinsic information for the coded bits. The
extrinsic information is next sent back to the SISO detector as
the a priori bit LLRs, L A(x�),∀�. In this way, one iteration of
the detection and decoding of information bits is completed.
The detection and decoding may proceed for several iterations
until the decoded information bits at the decoder output are
reliable. Note that in the first iteration, the SISO detection
proceeds with L A(x�) = 0,∀�. When only one iteration of
the detection and decoding is conducted, the SISO detection
is reduced to the SO detection.

For the coded SM-MIMO system, the SISO detector needs
to compute L̃ D(x�) and L̃ E (x�), ∀�, from the observed u and
L A(x�), ∀�, according to (3) and (4). From the model of (1),
the conditional probability p(u|x) or p(u|(k, s)) is

p(u|x) = (π N0)
−Nr exp

(
− 1

N0
‖u − hk s‖2

)
. (5)

By applying (5) to (3), one obtains

L̃ D(x�)

= ln

∑
x∈X+1

�
exp

(
− 1

N0
‖u − hks‖2 + 1

2

∑
i xi L A(xi )

)
∑

x∈X−1
�

exp
(
− 1

N0
‖u − hks‖2 + 1

2

∑
i xi L A(xi )

) .

(6)

The computational challenge for obtaining the L̃ D(x�),∀�,
is the need to evaluate 2Nt M times of exp(·) operations.
One common approach to avoid the exp(·) operation is to
exploit the maximum logarithm approximation [18], i.e., ln(ea

+ eb) ≈ max(a, b). By repeatedly applying the maximum
logarithm approximation to (6), one arrives at

L̃ D(x�) ≈ L D(x�)

�= max
x∈X+1

�

{
− 1

N0
‖u − hks‖2 + 1

2

∑
i

xi L A(xi )

}

− max
x∈X−1

�

{
− 1

N0
‖u − hks‖2 + 1

2

∑
i

xi L A(xi )

}
. (7)

The sub-optimal SISO detector that computes L D(x�) accord-
ing to (7) and then sends

L E (x�) = L D(x�) − L A(x�), ∀�, (8)

to subsequent channel decoder is referred to as the max-log-
MAP detector. In comparison, the optimal log-MAP detector
computes the exact L̃ D(x�) according to (6) and then L̃ E (x�)
according to (4). Other sub-optimal detectors [12], [20]–[22]
compute approximate values to the L̃ E (x�),∀�, in (4).

Our work in this paper is to study the low-complexity
algorithm and hardware architecture for computing L D(x�)
and L E (x�) according to (7) and (8), respectively. Since the
computation of L E (x�) from L D(x�) and L A(x�) is trivial, our
emphasis will be on the computation of L D(x�).

III. PROPOSED SISO DETECTION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we introduce our proposed SISO detection
algorithms. The simulation results for our proposed algorithms
together with the required complexity are also discussed.

A. Proposed Exhaustive SISO Detection Algorithm

We start to derive our proposed algorithms for computing
L D(x�),∀�, according to (7). First, by applying

qk = hk/||hk||, yk = qH
k u, and rk = ||hk||, (9)

we have [4, eq. (3)]

‖u − hk s‖2 = ‖u‖2 − |yk|2 + |yk − rk s|2. (10)

Substituting (10) into (7), we obtain

L D(x�)

= min
x∈X−1

�

{
1

N0

(
−|yk|2 + |yk − rk s|2

)
− 1

2

∑
i

xi L A(xi )

}

− min
x∈X+1

�

{
1

N0

(
−|yk|2 + |yk − rk s|2

)
− 1

2

∑
i

xi L A(xi )

}
,

(11)

where each max is replaced by -min. The ‖u‖2 is cancelled
in (11), because it appears in both the two minimizations. The
computation of L D(x�) according to (7) is more complex,
because it involves the norm of Nr × 1 vector u − hks.
In contrast, the computation of L D(x�) according to (11) is
less complex, because it involves only norm of scalar yk −rks.
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Besides, an alternative expression for L D(x�) can facilitate
the derivation of our algorithms [16]. For each bit x�, one of
the two minima in (11) is

λMAP = min
x∈X−1

� ∪X+1
�

ρ(k, s), (12)

where the metric associated with SM lattice point (k, s) is

ρ(k, s)
�= 1

N0

(
−|yk|2 + |yk − rk s|2

)
− 1

2

∑
i

xi L A(xi ).

(13)

The X−1
� ∪ X+1

� in (12) actually denotes the set of all x’s.
Also, let xMAP be the bit vector x that leads to λMAP, i.e.,

xMAP = arg min
x∈X−1

� ∪X+1
�

ρ(k, s). (14)

The other minimum for bit x� in (11) can be written as

λMAP
� = min

x∈X xMAP
�

�

ρ(k, s), (15)

where xMAP
� denotes the �-th bit of xMAP, and, xMAP

� denotes
the bit inverse (counter hypothesis) of xMAP

� . With the two
minima, i.e., λMAP and λMAP

� , the L D(x�) in (11) can alterna-
tively be written as

L D(x�) =
{

λMAP
� − λMAP, xMAP

� = +1

λMAP − λMAP
� , xMAP

� = −1.
(16)

Based on the expressions in (12)-(16), we now have the
proposed Algorithm 1. Our algorithm includes two parts of
computations, preprocessing and payload processing. In the
preprocessing, the channel vectors hk ,∀k, are available from
channel estimation. In lines 2-4, the algorithm computes
qk and rk from each hk . In the payload processing, the
algorithm processes each payload vector u to deliver bit
LLR information L D(x�),∀�. The payload processing of our
algorithm is motivated by the single tree search (STS) [16],
[32] for the SISO detection of SMX MIMO signals. Recall
that the STS traverses a tree to visit each leaf node and
computes the metric associated with each SMX symbol vector.
A list administration technique is then applied to update the
required MAP information for computing bit LLRs. The STS
is guaranteed to achieve the max-log-MAP detection of SMX
MIMO signals.

Here, our algorithm exhaustively visits each SM lattice point
(k, s) and computes the associated metric ρ(k, s) in line 10
of Algorithm 1. For the first visited SM lattice point, the
computed ρ(k, s) and x in line 12 are saved as the initial
λMAP and xMAP, respectively. For any other visited lattice
point, the computed ρ(k, s) and x are used to update the MAP
information

LMAP =
{
λMAP, xMAP, and λMAP

� ,∀�
}

. (17)

When ρ(k, s) < λMAP, the update of LMAP occurs as shown
by lines 16-21. When ρ(k, s) < λMAP

� , the update of λMAP
�

may occur as shown by lines 23-27. The list administration
of LMAP in lines 15-28 is to retain the most recent MAP

Algorithm 1 The Proposed Exhaustive Search Algo-
rithm for SISO Detection of Coded SM MIMO Signals

input : Payload vector u, channel vectors hk,∀k, and
L A(x�),∀�

output: L E (x�),∀�

1 % Preprocessing
2 for k = 1 to Nt do
3 Compute qk and rk from hk according to (9)
4 end
5 % One iteration of payload processing of u
6 for k = 1 to Nt do
7 Compute yk = qH

k u as in (9)
8 for each s ∈ S do
9 % Visit lattice point (k, s)

10 Compute ρ(k, s) according to (13)
11 if k = 1 and s = −√

M + 1 + j (−√
M + 1)

then
12 λMAP = ρ(k, s), xMAP = x, and

λMAP
� = ∞,∀�

13 else
14 % List administration
15 if ρ(k, s) < λMAP then
16 for � = 1 to log2(Nt M) do
17 if x� �= xMAP

� then
18 λMAP

� = λMAP

19 end
20 end
21 λMAP = ρ(k, s), xMAP = x
22 else
23 for � = 1 to log2(Nt M) do
24 if x� �= xMAP

� and ρ(k, s) < λMAP
�

then
25 λMAP

� = ρ(k, s)
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 end
32 Compute L D(x�) and then L E (x�), ∀�, according

to (16) and (8), respectively.

information. When all the SM lattice points (k, s), ∀k and ∀s,
are visited, the finally obtained λMAP, xMAP, and λMAP

� , ∀�,
satisfy (12), (14), and (15), respectively. In line 32, the L D(x�)

and L E (x�), ∀�, are computed from λMAP, xMAP, and λMAP
� ,

∀�.

B. Proposed Improved SISO Detection Algorithm

The complexity of Algorithm 1 to visit all Nt M lattice
points is high. Some of the visits to the lattice points may
lead to the update of LMAP, while some of the visits may
not. To reduce the computational complexity, we should avoid
visiting those SM lattice points that lead to no update of LMAP.
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To achieve this goal, we may take advantage of the fact: if the
metric ρ(k, s) associated with lattice point (k, s) is larger than
the most recent λMAP and λMAP

� ,∀�, the lattice point leads to
no update of LMAP. Please refer to lines 15-28 of Algorithm 1
for this fact.

A new expression for the ρ(k, s) may help us to derive
our following algorithm. Each complex number is decomposed
into its real- and imaginary-components. Hence, the lattice
point information (k, s) is divided into three parts, i.e., k, �{s},
and �{s}. By exploiting the equivalent notations in Table II,
the ρ(k, s) in (13) can be written as

ρ(k, s) = −1

N0
|yk|2 − 1

2

∑
xi ,i∈I A

xi L A(xi)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ A(k,s)

+ 1

N0
|�{yk} − rk �{s}|2 − 1

2

∑
xi ,i∈I I

xi L A(xi )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ I (k,s)

+ 1

N0
|�{yk} − rk �{s}|2 − 1

2

∑
xi ,i∈IQ

xi L A(xi ).

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρQ(k,s)

(18)

Now, we consider to reduce the complexity of Algorithm 1.
We regard Algorithm 1 as an algorithm being comprised of Nt

tree traversals. In each tree traversal, the Algorithm 1, between
lines 8 and 30, visits a total of M lattice points associated with
a fixed k, i.e., (k, s),∀s. The computed M metrics are used to
update the λMAP, xMAP, and λMAP

� , ∀�. Actually, among the
M lattice points visited by the k-th tree traversal, there is one
lattice point that is associated with the minimum metric

βMAP = min
s

ρ(k, s). (19)

The metric associated with any other M − 1 lattice points is
larger than βMAP and cannot supersede βMAP to be the λMAP.
By applying (18) together with the equivalence between s and
[xI xQ ], we have from (19) that

βMAP = ρA(k, s) + min
x I

ρ I (k, s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β I,MAP

+ min
xQ

ρQ(k, s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β Q,MAP

. (20)

The equality in (20) holds, because ρ I (k, s) is independent of
xQ and ρQ(k, s) is independent of xI . For further derivations,
we let the xI and xQ that lead to β I,MAP and βQ,MAP,
respectively, be

zI,MAP = arg min
x I

ρ I (k, s) and

zQ,MAP = arg min
xQ

ρQ(k, s). (21)

Accordingly, the SM lattice point that leads to the metric βMAP

in (20) is associated with the bit vector

zMAP = [zA zI,MAP zQ,MAP], (22)

where zA contains the bits that are mapped to antenna index
k. Please refer to Table I for the mapping from k to zA .

We also consider to visit the lattice points that may lead
to the update of λMAP

� , ∀�, for the k-th tree traversal of
Algorithm 1. Refer to (15). For fixed k and each � ∈ I I ,
we only need to compute

βMAP
� = min

x I ,xQ,x�=z I,MAP
�

ρ(k, s)

= ρA(k, s) + min
x I ,x�=z I,MAP

�

ρ I (k, s)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

I,MAP
�

+ min
xQ

ρQ(k, s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β Q,MAP

,

(23)

where the last equality holds for the same reason as the one
that the equality in (20) holds. Note that the identical βQ,MAP

is computed in both (20) and (23). Also note that z I,MAP
�

denotes the bit inverse of the �-th bit in vector zI,MAP. The
xI and x that lead to β I,MAP

� and βMAP
� in (23) are denoted

respectively by

zI,MAP
� = arg min

x I ,x�=z I,MAP
�

ρ I (k, s). (24)

and

zMAP
� = [zA zI,MAP

� zQ,MAP], � ∈ I I . (25)

Likewise, for fixed k and each � ∈ IQ , we only need to
compute

βMAP
� = min

x I ,xQ,x�=z Q,MAP
�

ρ(k, s)

= ρA(k, s) + min
x I

ρ I (k, s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β I,MAP

,

+ min
xQ,x�=z Q,MAP

�

ρQ(k, s)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

Q,MAP
�

. (26)

The xQ and x that lead to β
Q,MAP
� and βMAP

� in (26) are
denoted respectively by

zQ,MAP
� = arg min

xQ,x�=z Q,MAP
�

ρQ(k, s). (27)

and

zMAP
� = [zA zI,MAP zQ,MAP

� ], � ∈ IQ . (28)

Based on the results in (19)-(28), we now have the proposed
Algorithm 2. The processing of u is still comprised of Nt tree
traversals. For the k-th tree traversal, the results in (19)-(22)
suggest us to compute (zI,MAP, β I,MAP), (zQ,MAP, βQ,MAP),
and (zMAP, βMAP), although k is not appeared in these nota-

tions. Then, we compute the β I,MAP
� in (23) and β

Q,MAP
�

in (26) for each � ∈ I I and � ∈ IQ , respectively. The βMAP
�

for � ∈ I I and � ∈ IQ are computed as well according to (23)
and (26), respectively. Thus, for the k-th tree traversal, only
the list of the partial MAP information, i.e.,

Lpart =
{
βMAP, zMAP, and βMAP

� , � ∈ I I ∪ IQ
}

, (29)
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is computed. There are no computed values of βMAP
� , � ∈ I A,

because the bits x�, � ∈ I A, are associated with the single and
fixed k. Some further comments about the processing of each
payload vector u are given below.

• In lines 5-13 of Algorithm 2, the k-th tree traversal is
conducted to compute the k-th Lpart. As indicated in
lines 15-19, the first computed Lpart is used to initialize
the values in LMAP; but, for any other generated Lpart, the
computed values in Lpart are used to update the values in
LMAP.

• For the k-th tree traversal, the Algorithm 1 needs to visit
M SM lattice points. Now Algorithm 2 only needs to
visit one lattice point that may lead to the update of all
values in LMAP, and, log2 M lattice points that may lead
to the update of λMAP

� , ∀�. Thus, Algorithm 2 only visits
a total number of log2 M + 1 lattice points and delivers
Lpart for the k-th tree traversal.

• During the k-th tree traversal, some of the quantities
are computed only once, but are used several times to
achieve complexity reduction. The quantities include at
least β I,MAP, βQ,MAP, ρA(k, s), zI,MAP, and zQ,MAP. For
example, β I,MAP is computed in line 6, and is used in
lines 7 and 9.

• The list adminstration here in Algorithm 3 is to update
LMAP from the Lpart that is obtained in the k-th tree
traversal. This list administration is different from the
one in Algorithm 1, where each ρ(k, s) is used to update
LMAP. Note that the properties of the bits associated with
antenna index and symbols are different; and, there is
no βMAP

� , � ∈ I A , contained in Lpart. The operations
to update the λMAP

� , � ∈ I A, are listed separately in
lines 2-6 and 22-26 of Algorithm 3. The operations to
update the λMAP

� , � ∈ I I ∪ IQ , are listed separately in
lines 7-19 and 27-37. One important property for the
values in Lpart is that βMAP < βMAP

� , � ∈ I I ∪ IQ ; and,
only βMAP and associated zMAP are considered to update
λMAP and xMAP, respectively. We only check whether
βMAP < λMAP is valid in line 1. Other comparisons
among the values from Lpart and LMAP are made to
determine the appropriate updates of values in LMAP.

C. Simulation Results

Simulations based on the transmitter and receiver structure
in Fig. 1 were conducted. At the transmitter side, frames of
information bits were transmitted. The convolutional encoder
with generators 133o and 171o was used to produce rate 1/2
coded bits [35]. Coded bits with higher coding rate, e.g.,
2/3, were obtained by applying puncturing to the rate 1/2
convolutional coded bits. The coded SM MIMO data frames
were passed through slow Rayleigh fading channels. The
channel was invariant over the duration that a frame was
transmitted, but was variant over different frame durations.
At the receiver side, each SISO/SO detection scheme worked
together and iteratively with the SISO BCJR decoding [36]
to yield decoded information bits. The proposed sub-optimal
detector computes L D(x�) and L E (x�), ∀�, according to
Algorithm 2. Because Algorithm 1 yields the same detection

Algorithm 2 The Proposed Improved Tree Search
Algorithm for SISO Detection of Coded SM MIMO
Signals

input : Payload vector u, channel vectors hk,∀k, and
L A(x�),∀�

output: L E (x�),∀�

1 % Preprocessing
2 Compute as in lines 2-4 of Algorithm 1
3 % One iteration of payload processing of u
4 for k = 1 to Nt do
5 Compute yk = qH

k u as in (9)
6 Compute β I,MAP and βQ,MAP in (20) and obtain

the corresponding zI,MAP and zQ,MAP in (21)
7 Compute the βMAP in (20) and the zMAP in (22)
8 for each � ∈ I I do

9 Compute β I,MAP
� and then βMAP

� according
to (23)

10 end
11 for each � ∈ IQ do

12 Compute β
Q,MAP
� and then βMAP

� according
to (26)

13 end
14 % List Administration
15 if k = 1 then
16 λMAP = βMAP, xMAP = zMAP,

λMAP
� = ∞, � ∈ I A , and

λMAP
� = βMAP

� , � ∈ I I ∪ IQ

17 else
18 Execute the list administration in Algorithm 3
19 end
20 end
21 Compute L D(x�) and then L E (x�), ∀�, according

to (16) and (8), respectively.

results as the Algorithm 2, each bit error rate (BER) curve in
the figures that is associated with the proposed detector can
be regarded as being associated with either Algorithm 1 or
Algorithm 2. Performance measures for the iterative detection
and decoding include the information BER and frame error
rate (FER) at the decoder output.

The information BER curves associated with the log-MAP
detector and proposed detector under the simulation Scenario
#1 in Table III are illustrated in Fig. 3. The BER associated
with either the log-MAP or proposed detector decreases as the
number of detection and decoding iterations increases; and,
the BER improvement after 3 iterations is small. Also, for
each iteration, the optimal log-MAP detector outperforms the
proposed detector by less than 0.3 dB at BER level 10−5.
The BER curves for the one in [37], for the one in [4], for
the QAM-based soft-output detector (QBSD) [21], and for the
improved QBSD (IQBSD) [21] are provided for comparison.
Either the detector in [37] or [4] produces hard-output results,
which are sent to subsequent Viterbi decoder [35] to pro-
duce decoded information bits. The algorithm in [4] achieves
exactly the MLD, and, the curve associated with ‘MLD’ is
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Algorithm 3 The List Administration for Line 18 of
Algorithm 2

input : βMAP, zMAP, βMAP
� , � ∈ I I ∪ IQ ,

λMAP, xMAP, and λMAP
� ,∀�

output: λMAP, xMAP, and λMAP
� , � ∈ I A ∪ I I ∪ IQ

1 if βMAP < λMAP then
2 for each � ∈ I A do
3 if zMAP

� �= xMAP
� then

4 λMAP
� = λMAP

5 end
6 end
7 for each � ∈ I I ∪ IQ do
8 if zMAP

� �= xMAP
� then

9 if βMAP
� < λMAP then

10 λMAP
� = βMAP

�
11 else
12 λMAP

� = λMAP

13 end
14 else
15 if βMAP

� < λMAP
� then

16 λMAP
� = βMAP

�
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 λMAP = βMAP, xMAP = zMAP

21 else
22 for each � ∈ I A do
23 if zMAP

� �= xMAP
� and βMAP < λMAP

� then
24 λMAP

� = βMAP

25 end
26 end
27 for each � ∈ I I ∪ IQ do
28 if zMAP

� �= xMAP
� then

29 if βMAP < λMAP
� then

30 λMAP
� = βMAP

31 end
32 else
33 if βMAP

� < λMAP
� then

34 λMAP
� = βMAP

�
35 end
36 end
37 end
38 end

therefore associated with the algorithm in [4]. Besides, the
algorithm in [37] performs close to the MLD when the channel
is i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, i.e., the channel in the simulation
Scenario #1. But, as reported by [4], the algorithm in [37]
performs poorly in comparison with the MLD when the chan-
nel is correlated. The compared SO detectors do not consider
the a priori bit LLR in their algorithms; and, only the results
after I = 1 iteration of detection and decoding are illustrated.
Note that for the purpose of complexity reduction, the QBSD

TABLE III

SCENARIOS FOR COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

Fig. 3. Information BER curves associated with several detectors for
simulation Scenario #1 in Table III.

visits very few lattice points of (k, s). When the worst case
happens, the set of visited lattice points may contains no x that
has x� = +1 or −1 in its �-th bit. Under such condition, the
QBSD is said to suffer from the bit vacancy problem [18] and
performs poorly as shown by Fig. 3. Please refer to the sets
X+1

� and X−1
� in (7) for comparison. The IQBSD overcomes

the bit vacancy problem by visiting bit flipped lattice points,
in addition to the original lattice points visited by QBSD; and,
the IQBSD performs nearly the same as our proposed detector.

More BER and FER comparisons of our proposed and
log-MAP detectors for different simulation scenarios are given
in Figures 4 and 5. For each iteration of the SISO detection
in the IDD, our proposed detector performs inferiorly to the
log-MAP detector by less than 0.3 dB at BER level 10−5

or FER level 10−2. Be aware that our proposed detector
produce exactly the same L D(x�) and L E (x�) as the max-log-
MAP detector. This fact has also been verified through the
simulations. Accordingly, we may say that our proposed max-
log-MAP detector performs inferiorly to the log-MAP detector
by less than 0.3 dB.

D. Complexity Analysis for Our Algorithms

The computational complexity of our Algorithms 1 and 2
are studied. We assume that the channel is in slow fading.
Under such scenario, the preprocessing in lines 2-4 of Algo-
rithm 1 is conducted once for the transmission of one data
frame. The processing of multiple payload vectors obviously is
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Fig. 4. Information BER comparisons of the log-MAP detector and our
proposed Algorithm 2 for the Scenarios #2, #3, and #4 in Table III.

Fig. 5. Information FER comparisons of the log-MAP detector and our
proposed Algorithm 2 for the Scenarios #2, #3, and #4 in Table III.

more complex than the channel preprocessing. Therefore, only
the number of real-valued multiplications (RMULs) required
to process each payload vector u in one iteration of the
SO/SISO detection scheme is counted.

For Algorithm 1, the product qH
k u associated with each k

in line 7 requires Nr complex-valued multiplications or 4Nr

RMULs. Because �{s} is a lattice point, the rk�{s} can be
obtained by applying shift operations to rk ; thus, computation
of rk�{s} does not involve RMULs. The computation of
ρ(k, s) for each (k, s) in line 10 requires 4 RMULs. The com-
putation of

∑
xi

xi L A(xi) does not involve RMULs, because
each xi ∈ {+1,−1}. The list administration in lines 11-29
involves comparisons and value assignments; and, no RMUL
operation is required. Thus, the Algorithm 1 requires 4Nt Nr +
4Nt M RMULs.

TABLE IV

THE NUMBERS OF RMULS REQUIRED BY THE SO/SISO DETECTION
ALGORITHMS IN ONE ITERATION

Fig. 6. Fixed-point simulation results for our proposed Algorithm 2 after
one detection and decoding iteration.

On the other hand, for Algorithm 2, the product qH
k u for

each k in line 5 requires 4Nr RMULs. The computation of
either β I,MAP or βQ,MAP associated with each k in line 6
requires

√
M RMULs, because there are

√
M possible values

for either �{s} or �{s}. The computation of ρA(k, s) and
then βMAP in line 7 requires additional 2 RMULs. The
computation of β I,MAP

� does not involve RMULs, because the
ρ I (k, s), ∀s, are generated for computing β I,MAP. In totality,
the Algorithm 2 requires 4Nt Nr + 2Nt

√
M + 2Nt RMULs.

Complexity comparisons of our proposed algorithms with
some other algorithms are given in Table IV. The number
of RMULs required by the QBSD or IQBSD is dominated
by 6Nt Nr [21]. The number of RMULs required by the max-
log-MAP detector is claimed to be dominated by Nt Nr M [21].
However, the number of RMULs required by our Algorithm 2
is dominated by only 4Nt Nr , because we apply (10) to obtain
the scalar yk,∀k, and the following computations are all
relevant to yk,∀k. Accordingly, compared with the QBSD and
IQBSD, our proposed Algorithm 2 not only performs with
lower BER but also requires fewer RMULs.

The complexity comparison between our two algorithms can
be discussed in an alternative way. Our Algorithm 1 visits
Nt M lattice points, while Algorithm 2 visits Nt (2

√
M+1) lat-

tice points. For large M , Algorithm 2 requires roughly 2/
√

M
complexity that of Algorithm 1. One last comment is that
our Algorithm 2 does not perform division, exponential, and
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Fig. 7. Our proposed hardware architecture for SISO detection of SM signals for the antenna configuration (Nt , Nr ) = (8, 4).

squared root operations. This property makes our Algorithm 2
feasible for hardware implementation.

Additionally, for the first iteration, Algorithm 2 can ignore
L A(x�),∀�, because L A(x�) = 0. Fast enumeration and bit
flipping [33] can be applied to compute β I,MAP, βQ,MAP,

β I,MAP
� , and β

Q,MAP
� . The total RMULs required by this fast

SO Algorithm 2 is reduced to 4Nt Nr + 2Nt log2 M + 2Nt

RMULs.

IV. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURES AND

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Following the computational steps in Algorithm 2, we pro-
pose our hardware architectures to SISO detect SM signals for
the Scenario #1 in Table III, i.e., the scenario (Nt , Nr , M) =
(8, 4, 64). The floating-point simulations in Fig. 3 reveal that
after one detection and decoding iteration, our Algorithm 2
leads to decoded information BER 10−5 at SNR 11.1 dB.
The corresponding fixed-point simulations over different word
lengths were conducted, the results of which are illustrated
in Fig. 6. Although not provided here, similar floating- and
fixed-point simulation results reveal that after three detection
and decoding iterations, our Algorithm 2 leads to information
BER 10−5 at SNR 8.1 dB. Thus, by fixing the word length
of each real number to be 12 bits, we design a SISO detector
leading to information BER 10−5 after one/three detection and
decoding iterations when SNR is no greater than 11.1/8.1 dB.

A. Proposed Hardware Architectures

The hardware architecture of our SISO detector is illustrated
in Fig. 7. This architecture is responsible for the payload
processing of each vector u, i.e., the operations after line 4
of Algorithm 2. The channel preprocessing, indicated by the
operations in line 2 of Algorithm 2, can be accomplished by
the triangulation block depicted in [4, Fig. 4]. With input
hk followed by I, the triangulation block produces qk and
rk , respectively. These values are saved in a memory unit
and are retrieved when the detector starts to process each
payload vector u. The architecture in Fig. 7 contains five major
units, i.e., signal projection unit (SPU), metric computation
unit (MCU), tree pruning unit (TPU), list administration unit
(LAU), and LLR computation unit (LCU).

The SPU is comprised of 4 complex-valued multipliers and
is for computing the inner product yk = qH

k u, indicated
by line 5 of Algorithm 2. Each complex-valued multiplier
is comprised of 3 real-valued multipliers and 5 adders [38].

Fig. 8. The MCU in Fig. 7.

The input u stays unchanged for Nt = 8 clock cycles, but
q1, q2, · · · , q8 are sent sequentially to SPU. The yk,∀k, are
delivered sequentially at the output of SPU.

The MCU, depicted in Fig. 8, is for computing ρA(k, s),
ρ I (k, s), and ρQ(k, s) in (18), with fixed k and ∀s ∈ S.
The lattice points rk �{s} and rk �{s}, ∀s, are the same. They
are generated by one candidate generation unit (CGU). There
are 8 partial Euclidean distance units (PDUs) for producing
ρ I (k, s),∀s, and 8 PDUs for producing ρQ(k, s),∀s. The par-
allel outputs of MCU include one value of ρA(k, s), 8 values
of ρ I (k, s), and 8 values of ρQ(k, s).

The TPU, depicted in Fig. 9, is for computing the partial
MAP information Lpart in (29). As revealed by (20), the
β I,MAP and zI,MAP are computed from ρ I (k, s),∀s. Then,
as revealed by (23), β I,MAP

� , � ∈ I I , are computed from

those ρ I (k, s),∀s, that satisfy x� = z I,MAP
� . Each z I,MAP

� or

equivalent z I,MAP
� is used to select appropriate values from

ρ I (k, s),∀s, according to the mapping information in Fig. 2.

For the similar design, βQ,MAP, zQ,MAP, and β
Q,MAP
� ,∀�, are
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Fig. 9. The TPU in Fig. 7.

produced. Next, according to line 7 of Algorithm 2, βMAP

and zMAP are computed. According to lines 9 and 12 of
Algorithm 2, the βMAP

� , � ∈ I I ∪ IQ are produced at the
outputs of TPU.

Finally, according to Algorithm 3, the LAU in Fig. 10
is comprised of comparators, multiplexers, and registers for
generating the most recent λMAP, xMAP, and λMAP

� ,∀�. The
circuits to update λMAP

� ,∀� ∈ I A , are different from the
circuits to update λMAP

� ,∀� ∈ I I ∪ IQ . They are designed
separately in Fig. 10.

The very last LCU in Fig. 7 is for computing L D(x�) and
L E (x�), ∀�, as indicated by line 21 of Algorithm 2. Besides,
when L A(x�) = 0,∀�, the xMAP in (14) is reduced to the MLD
solution [4, eq. (2)], i.e.,

xMLD = arg min
x

‖u − hk s‖2 . (30)

For the first iteration of the SISO detection in IDD, the
LCU outputs the MLD solution xMLD = xMAP. Thus, our
architecture is able to provide both the MLD and max-log-
MAP detection outputs.

The payload processing of each u for our architecture in
Fig. 7 is scheduled in Fig. 11. Our architecture produces
sequentially yk , ρA(k, s), ρ I (k, s), ρQ(k, s), βMAP, βMAP

� ,
λMAP

� , and λMAP for k = 1, 2, · · · , 8. The pipeline structure in
our architecture allows the final xMAP, λMAP, and λMAP

� ,∀�,
to be available at the 12-th clock cycle. The L E (x�),∀�, are
delivered at the 13-th clock cycle.

Modification to the architecture in Fig. 7 may lead to an
hardware detector with higher throughput rate. For example,
the architecture in Fig. 12 is roughly comprised of two parallel
architectures in Fig. 7. The top LAU updates and produces
the SISO information set LMAP for k = 1, 2, 3, and 4 at
clock cycles 5-8. The bottom LAU outputs LMAP for k =
5, 6, 7, and 8 at clock cycles 5-8. The two LMAP’s obtained at
clock cycle 8 can be processed by a list administration unit,
i.e., the LAU1, that is similar to the LAU to produce a new
LMAP at the 9-th clock cycle, because the update of LMAP

using Ltemp and old LMAP is similar to the update of LMAP

Fig. 10. The LAU in Fig. 7.

Fig. 11. Timing chart for payload processing of the hardware architecture
in Fig. 7 to process each payload vector u.

using the two old LMAP’s. Compared with the one in Fig. 7,
the architecture in Fig. 12 is able to process each u every
4 clock cycles at the cost of roughly two times of hardware
expense.

Based on the highly modularized architecture in Fig. 7, we
can design max-log-MAP detector for detecting SM coded sig-
nals with arbitrary Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas,
and M-QAM symbols.

• For arbitrary Nt , the architecture in Fig. 7 can be used
to search through each possible antenna index per clock
cycle. The number of processing cycles required by the
architecture becomes Nt . We can use more functional
units as in Fig. 12 to obtain an architecture to process
each payload vector with fewer processing cycles. Our
design of the two architectures in Figs. 7 and 12 roughly
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Fig. 12. An architecture that is different from the one in Fig. 7 but provides higher data throughput rate.

implies that

(processing cycles)

× (cost of the max-log-MAP detector)

∝ (number of transmit antennas). (31)

The cost of max-log-MAP detector is traded for process-
ing cycles (or throughput rate) when the number of
transmit antennas is fixed.

• For arbitrary Nr receive antennas, we only design the
number of complex-valued multipliers in SPU equal to
Nr ; and, the remaining architecture in Fig. 7 does not
need to be changed.

• For arbitrary M-QAM symbols, the number of PDUs in
the MCU should be equal to 2

√
M . The TPU should be

tailored to provide βMAP
� , � ∈ I I ∪ IQ . Additionally, the

LAU needs to be slightly tailored to include log2 M cells
of MAP�’s to store λMAP

� , � ∈ I I ∪ IQ .

B. Implementation Results

After logic synthesis and automatic placement and routing
(APR), gate-level simulations are performed with test patterns
to generate net/register switching activity files (in SAIF or
TCF format). The synthesis tool is then used to read these
files and to report the power consumption of the designed
hardware circuits based on the timing/power models defined
in the standard cell library (in.lib format). The implementation
results of our architecture in Fig. 7 are given in Fig. 13 and
Table V. The SPU requires 13.2K gates, because it includes
twelve 12-bit multipliers. The MCU requires 19.3K gates,
because it includes parallel processing elements to produce
8 metric values of ρ I (k, s)’s, 8 metric values of ρQ(k, s)’s, and
one ρA(k, s). Other functional units are basically comprised
of registers, multiplexers, and comparators. No divider is used.
Note that the use of 3 real multipliers and 5 adders [38],
rather than 4 real multipliers and 2 adders, for one complex
multiplier leads to few gates and lower power consumption in
our circuits at the cost of slightly larger latency. Nonetheless,
the implementation results reveal that the critical path of our
design occurs in the TPU. This fact indicates that we achieve

Fig. 13. (a) Chip layout and (b) gate counts of the functional units for the
architecture in Fig. 7.

fewer gates and less power consumption without sacrificing
circuit latency. Clearly, our proposed architecture is very
hardware-efficient. The results in Table V also reveal that our
architecture in Fig. 12 requires roughly two times of gates that
required by the architecture in Fig. 7.

To our knowledge, our hardware architectures are the first
ones to SISO detect the coded SM signals. From Table V,
our architectures provide lower throughput rate than the two
hard-output detectors in [4] and [37]. However, as revealed
by Fig. 3, the nearly or exactly MLD detector followed by
Viterbi decoder may lead to decoder BER roughly equal to
only 7.5E-3 at SNR 11.1 dB. Recall from the first paragraph
of Section IV that the our SO/SISO detector leads to decoder
BER 10−5 after one/three detection and decoding iterations
when the SNR is no larger than 11.1/8.1 dB. It might be
unfair to compare the hard-output and soft-output hardware
architectures that function differently. Nevertheless, we define

BER Weighted Gate Count Efficiency

= Gate Count

Throughput Rate
× Decoder BER

10−5 . (32)

The figure of merit in (32) considers not only the hardware
efficiency but also the detection quality. Due to the much
lower decoder BER, our proposed architectures have better
BER weighted gate count efficiency than the two hard-output
detectors in [4] and [37].
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TABLE V

COMPARISONS OF THE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURES

V. CONCLUSION

We study the low-complexity implementation of the max-
log-MAP detector for SISO detection of coded SM signals
in the IDD receiver. Several tricks have been utilized to
help us to arrive at the low-complexity Algorithm 2. First,
by applying (10) to the original L D(x�) in (7), we obtain a new
expression for the L D(x�) in (11). This leads the Algorithm 2
to process each scalar yk , rather than Nr × 1 vector u or
hk . Second, we regard the max-log-MAP detector as a tree
search scheme. By expressing the metric ρ(k, s) in (18) in
terms of information associated with the antenna index k,
the real-part of symbol s, and imaginary-part of symbol s,
Algorithm 2 can prune unnecessary lattice points during its
tree search. Only 2

√
M + 1 lattice points, rather than M

lattice points, are visited during the k-th tree traversal. Third,
motivated by the STS algorithm, our Algorithm 2 computes
each Lpart in each iteration. The most recent MAP information
LMAP is iteratively updated by each Lpart through the list
administration. Such operation allows our Algorithm 2 to
retain the max-log-MAP solution in the end. Surprisingly, our
Algorithm 2 requires fewer RMULs than sub-optimal soft-
output detectors in the general scenarios. The low-complexity
Algorithm 2 then leads us to design low-complexity hardware
architectures in Figs. 7 and 12 for SISO detection of coded SM
signals. Finally, the highly modularized design of our hardware
architecture allows us to design max-log-MAP detectors for
coded SM signals with arbitrary Nt , Nr , or M values. For

our design of the hardware architecture of the max-log-
MAP detector, the relationship among the number of transmit
antennas, processing cycles, and hardware cost is roughly
given in (31).
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